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Motivation
• Dark matter (DM) and baryons have comparable energy

densities

• Possibility: DM is asymmetric, current DM density
related to baryon/lepton asymmetry
– D. Kaplan 1992

– Kaplan, Luty, Zurek 2009

– Shelton, Zurek 2010; Haba, Matsumoto 2010; Randall, Buckley 2010;
Davoudiasl et al. 2010; Hall et al, 2010; Falkowski et al. 2011,…

– Cui, Randall and Shuve, in progress (see Yanou’s talk!)
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Motivation
• But there is also the WIMP miracle

– Thermal relic of particle with weak scale mass, weak
scale cross section gives correct DM abundance

– Is there a way to preserve this and explain connection to
baryon asymmetry?

• WIMP annihilation can satisfy Sakharov conditions

– WIMP annihilates through B-L violating operator

– Relative CP phases between interaction terms

– Out-of-equilibrium condition comes from WIMP freeze-out
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Motivation
• Our story: WIMP freeze-out causes leptogenesis

+ +

(relative CP phase)
High scale model unrelated to DM: Gu, Sarkar 2009.
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Toy model
• Choose to generate lepton number - less constrained

• New minimal matter content

– Dark matter: Majorana fermion X

– Multiple generations of singlet scalars S to provide
annihilation mode

– L is SM lepton doublet

– New vectorlike doublet fermion     (mass must be > 100
GeV to avoid collider constraints)
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Scattering processes
• Decays and inverse decays

• X annihilation • L washout
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Toy model
• DM mass should be ~ TeV scale or higher so that

sphalerons are still active when X freezes out

• Competing effects

– Want large couplings to generate large asymmetry,
annihilate enough DM particles

– However, large couplings also lead to large washout

• This means that CP-violation must be large

• Also, large couplings means that S is broad and will
decay in equilibrium
– Negligible asymmetry from S decay
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+ +

CP violation
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CP violation

Two representative limits
• S masses hierarchical

• S masses degenerate

can have large CP violation! Pilaftsis, Underwood 2004
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Evolution of abundances
• Solve for the evolution of X, S and lepton number in

a comoving volume

• Boltzmann equations
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Analytic approximation
• If the asymmetry is small, can drop subdominant terms

• The ratio of X abundance to L asymmetry is

where Tc.o. is the point where the asymmetry begins to
accumulate:
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Analytic approximation
• Relationship between L and B determined by sphalerons

• Estimate                         where Tf is defined by

• For a typical WIMP with large couplings:

This works for TeV X masses with   
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Sample numerical result
• Example benchmark point

– mX = 2.8 TeV

– mS = 6.5 TeV

– mΨ = 200 GeV

– yX1 = 3

– yL1 = 1.5

– ε = 0.015
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Sample numerical result
• An interesting possibility: can have lighter X mass if

sphalerons decouple before asymmetry creation stops
– mX = 2.2 TeV

– mS = 5 TeV

– mΨ = 200 GeV

–  yX1 = 1.65

–  yL1 = 0.95

–  ε = 0.15

• suppose sphalerons decouple 
at T = 150 GeV
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Model building
• Can preserve flavour by having     carry flavour index

• Can avoid dangerous EDMs by having couplings
proportional to SM Yukawas or coupling only to τ

• Fate of

– Decay to sterile neutrinos because of mixing

– Decay to other light fields

• Many other possibilities, different Lorentz structure, etc.
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Conclusions
• Freeze-out of WIMP annihilations can give conditions for

successful leptogenesis

• Novel approach to low-scale leptogenesis

• Links current baryon and DM relic densities while preserving
the WIMP miracle

• Works with TeV scale DM masses, O(1) couplings and large
CP violation

• Must be careful with flavour couplings but there could be
observable effects!


